This work is expected to be applicable to HiPIMS and other magnetron discharges, as well as dc discharges where secondary electrons enter the plasma after being accelerated in the Cathode Fall and encounter a nearly uniform bulk where they slow down.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetron discharges are mainly sustained by highly energetic electrons that are emitted from the target and accelerated through the sheath acquiring a kinetic energy of about q e V b .
A negative bias V b is applied to the metallic target (or cathode), which emits secondary electrons due to the intense ion bombardment. These energetic electrons reach the magnetized plasma bulk and cool down both by inelastic collisions with neutral species and by interaction with the colder electrons. All secondary electrons are accelerated by roughly the same potential difference and this acceleration occurs before there is any significant opportunity for inelastic collisions so the electrons can be treated as a monoenergetic beam. The low pressure of operation of the discharge and the presence of this energetic electron population causes the electron distribution function to be non Maxwellian: a kinetic approach to the electron description is needed. The dense plasma in the negative glow region, i.e. the magnetized region close to the target surface, is generated and heated via the interaction with the secondary electron beam. This bulk plasma is characterized by Maxwellian electrons at low temperature (of the order of a few eV) that are trapped in the magnetic field and describe spiral like orbits around the field lines, until they experience a collision. Even though the discharge can be operated at very low pressures (as low as 0.1 Pa), the strong magnetic field effectively confines the electrons and allows them to experience a consistent number of collisions with neutrals, both elastic and inelastic. Therefore a kinetic description of the electrons cannot neglect neutral interactions.
The conditions described above are valid both in conventional dc magnetron (dcMS) and in high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS)
1 systems. For a review of HiPIMS discharges see e.g. [2] [3] [4] . HiPIMS discharges are driven to very high power densities (on the order of kW/cm 2 ) by driving large currents in short pulses: the secondary electrons emitted by the target are accelerated to higher energies with respect to dc magnetron discharges, making the assumption of distinct Maxwellian and energetic electron populations more accurate.
Moreover, since the pulse duration is a few hundred microseconds, the electron distribution functions have enough time to reach a steady state configuration. In fact, according to 5 , the Maxwellization time is of the order of few tens of nanoseconds (for a plasma density of 5 · 10 18 m −3 and temperature of 3 eV, it is about 20 ns). The other characteristic time scales of the systems will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
The key factors to develop a description of the electron distribution function are: the interaction of the beam electrons with the Maxwellian background by Coulomb collisions and the inelastic collisions with the neutral species.
In this work, a Boltzmann equation for the distribution function of the energetic electrons is given and is solved analytically in a simplified closed form. The influence of the different cooling mechanisms is investigated, and finally the energetic electron distribution is compared with the result of a kinetic global model.
II. SIMPLIFIED BOLTZMANN EQUATION FOR THE ENERGETIC ELECTRONS
It is assumed that the electron population is divided into two well separated species:
cold or Maxwellian electrons and energetic or hot electrons. The Maxwellian population constitutes the majority of the electrons, therefore determining the electron density, and possesses a low temperature in the eV range. The energetic (or hot) electrons deposit their energy in the negative glow region and are confined by the magnetic field, until they are slowed down or leave the magnetized region by scattering with both the neutral species and the ions. The plasma is considered to be homogeneous in this region and both electron species are taken to have an isotropic distribution function since the electron/neutral elastic collisions make the distribution spherically symmetric in velocity space.
In the paragraphs that follow, the mechanisms responsible for the hot electron cooling are taken into account separately, while their cumulative effect gives the simplified Boltzmann equation for the hot electron energy distribution function (eedf).
A. Coulomb collisions
In this paragraph the Coulomb interaction of the hot population eedf with the Maxwellian electrons is studied. The hot electron distribution is allowed to interact only with the cold electron distribution, which is an
where n e is the background electron density, and v th their thermal velocity. In fact, the hot electrons are fast enough and have a low enough density so as not to interact with 
where q e and m e are the electron charge and mass, Λ is the plasma parameter and f
is normalized so that the hot electron density is 
where the superscript hM refers to the interaction of electrons of species h, i.e. hot elec- 
Since v th v, one can neglect the diffusion term, or the parallel velocity diffusion term. It is convenient to express (3) with f (h) (v) in terms of the kinetic energy ε in eV, ε = to normalize the distribution function accordingly as n (h) = F (h) (ε)dε. Then the evolution of F (h) (ε) due to the interaction with a Maxwellian electron background is given by
It will be shown below that the solution has a very weak dependence on v, further helping to justify the neglect of the diffusive term.
B. Inelastic collisions
In this paragraph inelastic collision processes are taken into account. First the ionization term is investigated, then that for excitation. Following 7 , the ionizing collision term for an isotropic distribution function has the integral form
where the positive term gives the contribution of incident electrons with energy ε larger than ε ion + ε that had an ionizing collision and produced an electron with energy ε. The probability of an ionizing collision that produces an electron at ε when the incident energy was ε is given by the differential cross section σ ion (ε , ε). The negative term refers to the incident electron having energy ε. Here n n (t) is the gas density, H(x) the Heaviside step function and ε ion the ionization threshold. By definition, the dimension of the differential cross section is [σ ion (ε , ε)] = m 2 /eV whereas the dimension of the total cross section is
The two quantities are related by
where ε s is the scattered electron energy, and the energy ε − ε ion is the residual energy of the incident electron after an ionizing collision. Alternatively σ ion (ε, ε s ) can be defined by
Given the considerable separation on the energy scale of cold and hot electrons, it is assumed that a hot electron with incident energy ε ε ion experiencing an ionizing collision will produce a cold electron at zero energy and a hot electron at the residual energy ε r = ε −ε ion .
Expressing this mathematically
Substituting into (6), gives
where the ionization frequency ν ion (ε, t) = n n (t)σ ion (ε)v(ε) was introduced. Since hot electrons possess large energies ε ε ion , one can approximate
Repeating the same steps, the excitation term can be written as
under the assumption ε ε
exc , where the superscript (p) represents the p-th excitation level.
C. Loss term and boundary condition
So far, the derivation of the Coulomb and inelastic collision terms is rather general and can be applied to all systems showing an energetic low density electron population interacting with a high density Maxwellian one. The loss term written in terms of scattering of the electrons out of the volume under consideration is peculiar to planar magnetron systems.
Moreover, the boundary condition which introduces hot electrons with energy q e V b is specific to magnetron systems (both in dc and HiPIMS mode). The HiPIMS case is addressed for the following reasons: the existence of a low temperature dense Maxwellian electron population is ensured by the high density of the plasma; the secondary electrons emitted by the target are highly energetic since the bias voltage (and therefore the sheath potential) can be larger than the typical dc case. The hot electron loss term in a magnetron is written hereafter 8 as
where A L is the loss area, r L is the Larmor radius, ν tot e−n is the total collision frequency of the electrons with the neutral species, and ν ei is the Lorentz scattering collision frequency for electron-ion Coulomb collisions
The introduction of electrons with the correct mass flow and energy is described by a term in the kinetic equation given by
Here γ sec is the secondary electron emission coefficient, I D the discharge current, V the region volume, and V b the bias applied at the target.
III. KINETIC EQUATION FOR THE HOT ELECTRONS
Bringing the Coulomb and the inelastic collision terms together, the equation for the evolution of the hot electrons' eedf reads
In steady state, the equation (16) can be written as
where S = γ sec I D /(V q e ) is a constant, v ε (ε) represents a drift velocity in energy space (a measure of the cooling speed of the hot electrons), and ν * L a geometry weighed equivalent loss frequency. v ε (ε), strictly the energy loss velocity, is defined as
and ν *
The sensitivity of v ε (ε) to the electron and neutral densities is addressed in VI. The equation (17) can be solved by using the integrating factor technique, and gives
where M is the integrating factor,
with v ε = dv ε /dε. The assumption of steady state signifies that the hot electrons do not have direct memory of the discharge evolution, but they respond instantaneously to the input quantities, e.g. the species densities.
A. Approximate kinetic equations for perfectly confined electrons
It is interesting to simplify further (16) , under the assumption that the electrons are perfectly confined by the magnetic field, and leave the magnetized region only after having deposited their energy in the negative glow region. The steady state equation (17) reduces
with solution
This approximation may be considered as appropriate if the electron losses are negligible,
i.e. the magnetic field strength is very large.
IV. ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS VERSUS NUMERICAL RESULTS

The expressions for F (h)
LL and F (h) are specified for the HiPIMS system described in (ε i ≈ 6 eV), therefore i Al is high even at rather low power densities.
The physical quantities during the plateau phase, reported in This result supports the claim that the density of the cold or Maxwellian electrons is much larger than the one of the hot population. As for the analytic solutions, the agreement of LL approximates well, within a 20 % error, the more accurate F (h) , with an error that increases for lower electron energies as the exponential decay in (21) with decreasing energy becomes greater. Despite the simpler chemistry model employed in the analytic calculation with respect to the numerical global model, the former is able to capture the most relevant processes, and allows for a partial verification of the numerical model. Figure 5 shows a plot of the terms of the type (ν j ε j ) using the data reported in table I; these terms determine the drift velocity in energy space (18) and therefore the analytic eedf. The Coulomb collisions with the Maxwellian cold background and the Ar ionization terms are here the dominant processes.
Maxwellian T e ≈ 3 eV
FIG. 3. Shape of the electron energy distributions against energy from the numerical calculation F Num (blue) at the instant t = 300 µs, and the analytic solutions lossless F (h) LL (red) and F (h) (dashed black). The eedfs are represented on the y axis as F/ √ ε/n e . 
V. APPLICABILITY OF ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS
As already mentioned, the analytic result for F (h) has been derived with the aim of describing the hot electrons in an HiPIMS system. HiPIMS discharges are generally dynamical systems, but the analytic result for F (h) , obtained under the assumption of a stationary regime, can still be employed: the time scale of relaxation of the electron distribution function is of the order of ten microseconds and most of the current pulse characteristics remain constant for longer intervals as shown in 13 . In particular, in 13 , it is shown that for an aluminum target the discharge current remains constant for time intervals larger than a hundred µs, for a wide range of applied voltages. One can assume that if the discharge current is stationary, the species densities relevant in the calculation of v ε (ε) (18) also remain constant.
The mechanism of heating the plasma via energetic electrons is common to both HiPIMS and dcMS discharges. In conventional dcMS systems, the dominant species is the discharge gas, whereas in the HiPIMS case the sputtered metallic species plays an important role as the self sputtering contribution to the discharge is strong. Therefore, provided that the bias voltage is sufficiently high (roughly above 300V), the analytic solution for F (h) is applicable to both conventional dcMC and HiPIMS discharges.
Magnetron systems are a particular type of glow discharges, which are characterized by a low temperature plasma that is sustained by energetic electrons 15 . Therefore it is expected that the analysis here presented could be applied to glow discharges, provided that they can be described by a non-local approach. For instance, the negative glow of a dc He discharge addressed in 16 could be a candidate for the application of this analysis: the electrons are electrostatically confined in the positive column where the homogeneous assumption can be made. In this case, only the Coulomb collisions and the excitation of metastable levels should be considered in (16) , and the boundary condition discussed in II C should also be written accordingly, as it determines the introduction of hot electrons at a given energy.
VI. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The velocity v ε (ε) given in (18) represents the interaction between the hot electrons and the other species, and both analytic solutions (20) and (23) dominates all other processes, followed by Ar and Al ionization. On the other hand, in most realistic cases, the densities will differ quite significantly: at lower voltages (or during the first phases of the discharge) the Ar species dominates the Al, while in the limit of extreme self sputtering regimes the Al species dominates. As for the electron species, in the high power regime, the ionization degree is expected to approach unity, therefore the Coulomb collision contribution is the most conspicuous. Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of ν hM s (ε) to the Maxwellian electron density: n e is varied from 10 17 to 10 19 m −3 . For comparison, the term ν ion ε ion is also plotted as a solid line: it is interesting to notice that the two collisional processes have equal influence when n Ar = 10 19 m −3 and n e = 5 · 10 18 m −3 .
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The analytic solutions F (h) (20) and F of collisions even at a low pressure (usually below 1 Pa). HiPIMS systems differ from dcMS because of the higher peak power density they achieve (several kW cm −2 ): the bias voltage applied to the target is larger, resulting in a higher discharge current, which is applied in pulses up to a few hundred microseconds.
Both analytic solutions have been used to describe a HiPIMS discharge. The species densities used in the expressions (20) and (23) 
